
MAKE SAWTRY WAY SAFER IN 2021/22 - STANDBY PRESENTATION FOR 24 FEB 21 

Aim (see Schema).  The sole aim of this Project is to make Sawtry Way Safer for All by 

justifiably lowering the existing speed limits - over the full 2 mile stretch of the B1090 

between the A141 and A1123 - within CCC Speed Limit Policy and commensurate with the 

expectations, safety and environmental needs of its users, residents and businesses.   

Sponsor.  This worthy £8k project, is sponsored for the 3rd time by Community 

Roadwatch(UK) CIC , but this year - with a 50% contribution encouraged by continuing 

overwhelming, documented support from key stakeholders, residents and businesses.  

 Traffic Data. Recent Lockdown traffic data (see Schema) reveals an 85%ile driver 

compliance that’s well under each speed limit with average speeds even lower and with 

hardly any enforcement levels of speeding.  Today with trackers in most commercial cabs 

and insurance ‘spies’ in boots of cars – we believe lower average speeds will result. 

Concerns.  From the A141, the existing 60-50-40 limits make this a more attractive faster 

route than its parallel ‘strategic’, A1123 that was made a 50-40 in 2010 to save lives. Also, 

the tragic death of an adult crossing in the 50 zone in 2017 combined with the number of 

major recorded collisions plus minor unregistered traffic accidents and near misses at any 

one of the 19 active accesses, implies that the existing limits are set too high for both 

pedestrian & driver safety.  The existing limits are also generating unacceptable levels of 

speed-related environmental factors such as Noise, Vibration and Pollution especially 

from the exhausts & tyres of HGVs passing 24/7 within yards of residences at Pine Hill 

Park and even Dorchester Way directly across the road. 

The Schema.  From the A141, we propose to reduce the 60 limit to 50 mph for approx half 

a mile around that first bend with double yellow lines and across the several Camp 

Garage businesses (A) where drivers exit in unfamiliar new vehicles and across the small 

Recycling Yard where HGV have to stop to reverse in.   Also, it will become 50 across the 

RAF Camp alternative access that, when used, is very busy all day. 

 It will remain 50 up to the start of the proper footpath and lampposts where it will 

change to 40 mph for almost a mile and continue across the Old Photo factory junction 

and pedestrian crossing place (B), the RAF Camp Roundabout and Bus Shelter - the 

protective railings of which bear witness to the fact that it can’t be negotiated safely at 

more than 30 mph - and remains 40 on across Mere Way junction (where the death 

occurred in 2017) , the 2x bus stops used by school children from the local primary school 

and across Uplands Industrial, Blenheim Place, Pine Hill Park and Wyton-on-the-Hill 

residential estates (C) to a point East just after Pine hill Park where the existing 50 limit 

ends and where, alongside the narrow busy footpath,  the existing NSL will become 50 

mph across Inflatabounce (D) to the A1123. 



Sawtry Way Schema with Traffic Data for LHI 21/22 Project  (from Mick George Armadillo Logger) During Lockdown #3 

 

 

NSL(60) to 50 from A141 for 0.5miles 
Present Limit = NSL (60 mph) > to 50 mph 

85%ile = 51 mph     |      Avg= 43.7 mph 

Volume  17,990   |  Max Speed  = 92 mph 

% over 60 mph = 1.5%  | 6 Days 

Present Limit = NSL (60 mph) > to 40 mph 

85%ile = 49.3 mph     |     Avg = 42.3 mph 

Volume = 20.262   |  Max Speed  = 81 mph 

%age over 60 mph limit = 1.2% | 5 w/days 

Present Limit = 50 mph > to 40 mph 

85%ile = 47 mph    |    Avg = 32.7 mph 

Volume = 21,000   |  Max Speed  = 100 mph 

%age over 50 mph limit = 7.5% | 7 days 

Present Limit = NSL (60 mph) > to 50 mph 

85%ile = 55 mph     |      Avg = 45 mph 

Volume =  21,719   |  Max Speed  = 97 mph 

%age over 60 mph limit = 4.2% | 7 days 

 

 

 

50 to end of B1090 at A1123 
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